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Defining Sense of Place 

Sense of Place is the kind of knowing that 
involves the senses, the memory, the history of a 
family or a tribe; the knowledge of place that 
transcends single generations and looks to the 
future—the kind of knowing that artists, historians, 
songwriters, and poets specialize in. 

     —Wallace Stegner 



My house was on the side of a hill, immediately on 
the edge of the larger wood, in the midst of a 
young forest of pitch pines and hickories, and half 
a dozen rods from the pond, to which a narrow 
footpath led down the hill. In my front yard grew 
the strawberry, blackberry, and life-everlasting, 
johnswort and goldenrod, shrub oaks and sand 
cherry, blueberry and groundnut 

     — Thoreau, Walden 



In Ireland, W.B. Yeats tells us, “there is no river or 
mountain that is not associated in the memory with 
some event or legend…”  
 
I hear the lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore… 
I hear it in the deep heart’s core. 

 



This can be overdone 

Harold Bell Wright, the 
Shepherd of the Hills 
wrote about the Ozarks 
and Tucson, Arizona 
 

Ernest Hemingway (The Sun Also Rises) with Lady Duff 
Twysden, Hadley Hemingway, and others in Pamplona, 
Spain, July 1925. 



Defining Sense of Place 

If you don’t know where you are, 
 you don’t know who you are. 

   —Wendell Berry 



Defining Sense of Place 

If you don’t know where you are, 
 you don’t know who you are. 

   —Wendell Berry 
 

“Where you are” is not only a locale; it 
involves body, mind, spirit, and community 
over lifecycles and generations. 
 



Immanuel Kant’s Categorical Imperative 

Act only on a maxim that you can at the same time 
will to become a universal law 
 
Positive Examples:  
Pick up your mess; be lake smart 
Negative example:   
Ride ATVs anywhere you like, anytime you like;  
 
 

 
 
 



Wallace Nutting, Maine Beautiful, 1924 



On Golden Pond 
Ernest Thompson 
(screenplay 1982) 

 
Norman! Come here. Come here. 
Norman! Hurry up!  

The loons. The loons.  
They're welcoming us back. 







“Fishing-Belgrade Lakes” by Shirley Lewis 



Matthew Russ, View from Blueberry Hill #1, 2010, Oil on Canvas, 20 x 40 in. 







 
A summer without 
Bear Spring 
Camps isn't really 
a summer at all  
— Lisa Boyer 



Creating a Sense of Place 

•  History 
–  (geologic, deep past, personal) 

•  Science  
–  (water quality, limnololgy, ecology,) 

•  Community  
–  (commitment, integration, action) 

•  Intergenerational Involvement 



Sense of Place is informed by the history, 
geology, soils, climate, plants, animals, people; 
how we live in a place; how we take responsibility 
for a place; and how we build and empower 
community. 

We too are charged with pooling our talents—
scientific, literary, artistic, organizational, 
communal—to provide the Maine lakes with the 
sense(s) of place they deserve. 
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Our SSI grant has provided the programmatic and 
financial framework to create a truly integrated 
research effort in the Belgrade Lakes Watershed, 
bringing together seven Colby faculty, fifteen 
students, five lake associations, the Maine 
Congress of Lake Associations, and the Belgrade 
Regional Conservation Alliance. 

    — D. Whitney King 



NSF EPSCoR  
Sustainability Solutions Initiative 

Our overall mission is to create a world-class 
integrated interdisciplinary research program 
focused on the dynamics of social‐ecological 
systems, with an explicit goal of understanding and 
strengthening connections between knowledge and 
action (K<—>A) and building strong stakeholder 
partnerships to help solve sustainability‐related 
challenges in and beyond Maine  — David Hart 
 
 
 
 



What are the links between Knowledge and 
Action? 
 
Caring, Sharing, and Organizing centering 
around sense of place are the links between 
“knowledge and action,” -- over and over 
again in perpetuity. 



Baltic Sea Area, 10 nations 



“Changing Environments or Shifting Paradigms?” 
 S. Laakkonen and S. Laurita, Ambio 36, 2/3, April 2007 

•  Since 1850 water quality strategic 
decision making in Helsinki has 
involved multi-decadal cycles, or 
“paradigms” which are scientific, 
social, political, and cultural. 

•  “Paradigm shifts” occur over the 
decades, changing the dominant 
perceptions of reality that in turn 
shape how groups respond to 
complex environmental problems. 

•  Older paradigms can form barriers 
that restrict the acceptance of new 
ways of thinking and acting. 

 



We should all be involved  
in protecting environments  
and in changing attitudes  
and in building community.  
 
 



Sharing Sense of Place 



AHA! Moments 

“Rain or shine, I take my morning coffee, a 
notebook, and a pencil to my favorite rocker on 
the porch…”  —Wesley McNair 

http://youtu.be/SnqAR0gkMEs 
 



E.B. White,  
Once More to the Lake, 1941  

Summertime, oh summertime, pattern of life indelible, the 
fade proof lake, the woods unshatterable, the pasture with 
the sweet fern and the juniper forever and ever, summer 
without end… 

Differences – no train, tarred road, dirt road had only two 
ruts (used to have three), harvested the bass (mostly catch 
and release now), many more sounds of outboard engines 
now, spent only a week, not a month, more Coca Cola, less 
Moxie. 



“Every study of place attachment is a study of a single place, and 
should remain tied to site specific environment, history, institutional 
structure and culture” -- Stedman et al. (2007)  



Sense of Place 

•  Sense of place combines tangible elements (landscapes, 
buildings, objects) and intangible elements (memories, 
narratives, rituals, values, sensory perceptions). 

•  We visit, remember, revisit, and live in the important 
places in our lives—but so do others. 

•  Sense of place is a fluid concept, continuously 
reconstructed and reconfigured. 

•  The best stories about place involve autobiographical, 
particular, and universal elements. 

•  Sense of place is articulated through shared experiences 
and in dialogue with others. 





 
 
Caring, Sharing, and Organizing are the 
links between “knowledge and action” -- 
over and over again in perpetuity. 
 







Defining Sense of Place 

If you don’t know where you are, 
 you don’t know who you are. 

   —Wendell Berry 



A New Definition of Sense of Place 

 
Knowing who “we” are 
Will help us protect and preserve 
Where we are. 
 






